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BRONWEN DOUGLAS
PROLOGUE: NARRATIVE AND
TEXTS
The main aim of this paper is to tell stories
about interactions between European
voyagers and Aboriginal people in New
Holland (mainland Australia) and Van
Diemen's Land (Tasmania) at the end of
the eighteenth century. I start, however,
with the terms in the title. First, “texts”
and “discipline of praxis”.1 The discipline
of praxis is, of course, history, which by
professional convention is empirical and
objectivist. In the 1940s, R.G. Collingwood
outraged this orthodoxy with his “ideal-
ist” proposition that history is inseparable
from the historian and “the here-and-now”
and that “the past” is a creation of “the
historical imagination”.2  Since the further
outing of history as thoroughly text-
bound by Roland Barthes, Hayden White
and other textual theorists,3  historians
with any claim to anti-positivism have
been teased by the challenge of how to
juggle the tension between narrative and
texts: between their core brief to tell inter-
esting stories about the past and the need
to incorporate at least some textual analys-
is — because the past is only accessible
through texts of one sort or another.4
Textual analysis requires an historically
contextualized grasp of the ideologies,
discourses, language, protocols and exper-
iences which informed authors’ percep-
tions and thinking, but it can clot a narrat-
ive and make it less readable.
Second, “post-empirical world”. The
discovery of the past by anthropologists
and non-empirical “new historicists” in a
wide range of “studies” formats — liter-
ary, cultural, gender, media, colonial,
postcolonial, indigenous, and so forth5  —
has at once made history fashionable and
marginalized conventional practitioners
of the discipline as, at best, utilitarian
suppliers of historical background and, at
worst, boring empiricists devoid of flair
or theory. Historians in turn often lament
the lack of detailed, particularistic archival
research by such interlopers and typecast
them as dangerous postmodernists, ob-
sessed with texts at the expense of messy
realities and often just plain wrong.
So much for insulting stereotypes. As
an historian of cross-cultural encounters
in Oceania (including Australia) in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, I
have a foot in both camps. I derive much
of my theoretical and methodological mo-
mentum from anthropology, feminism,
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literary studies and Subaltern Studies:
notably, the concept of culture itself; a
concern for the politics of language, rep-
resentation and narrative construction;
and techniques of textual critique. Yet
those techniques complement rather than
supplant the principles for the collection
and rigorous comparative scrutiny of
documents which I learned as an appren-
tice historian. I am committed to writing
about particular past human interactions
and the gendered ambiguities of agency
in actual encounters.6 That pragmatic
orientation privileges persons and actions
over the teleology of imagined structures
and outcomes but its inductive logic is
analogous to the ethnographic inductivism
of anthropologists — typically, our gener-
alizations depend on particularities, either
past events or observed human behaviour.
Indeed, in cross-cultural research, the rel-
ative emphasis on inductive or deductive
reasoning constitutes a major fault line. It
differentiates the empirical disciplines of
history and anthropology from more tex-
tualist or formalist approaches in cultural
studies, literary critique and art history
which focus primarily on the objectified
representation of indigenous people in
colonial texts, images and collections —
on signifiers rather than referents, the in-
digenous settings and the personal interac-
tions represented which are of special in-
terest to historians.
Furthermore, my theoretical perspect-
ive proposes an intimate liaison between
indigenous actions or contexts and their
representation by foreign observers —
between referents and signifiers. Such
representations should be read not merely
as reflexes of dominant metropolitan dis-
courses and conventions but also as per-
sonal productions generated in the stress
and ambiguity of actual encounters. By
this reasoning, the behaviour, appearance
or lifestyle of particular indigenous people
attracted, intimidated or repelled observ-
ers, affected their perceptions, challenged
or confirmed their predispositions, and
left distorted countersigns in what they
wrote and drew. Without empirical
grounding, history tends to be little more
than a priori background noise. Yet
weaving an imaginative, accessible, but
faithful narrative out of the fragmentary
gleanings of archives and memories is hard
work, especially if you care about indigen-
ous agency and therefore also need ethno-
graphic expertise and sensitivity — which
is also useful in trying to decipher past
Europeans. I, too, find it easier to stick to
texts, with their built-in limits to enquiry,
but writing stories about actual pasts re-
mains a key goal.
CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION
The final problematic term in the title is
“cross-cultural”, which I overuse because
it is a handy shorthand for encounters,
interactions and mutual (mis)conceptions
between indigenous people and foreigners.
Yet “cultural” is among the least transpar-
ent of words and has at least three strikes
against it in this context. First, it is ab-
stract: “culture” is a concept, not a thing;
and cultures don't meet or encounter each
other, people do. To reify such interactions
as cross-cultural assumes that dramatic
differences in language, thinking, history
and way of life between two seemingly
homogeneous communities are what mat-
ters when their members come together.
This distanced binary perspective has its
points, especially politically, but in prin-
ciple it essentializes each side as permanent
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and monolithic and in practice privileges
élite male perspectives, taken as opposed.
By contrast, a close look at particular past
situations may also reveal multiple alli-
ances between local inhabitants and for-
eigners whose respective unstable group-
ings intersected ambiguously and frac-
tured internally along lines of gender, age,
vocation, place, and rank, class or status.
I still use “culture” strategically, but
pluralized to imply flux and diversity
rather than fixity or uniformity.7
Second, cultural is ethnocentric: in the
social sciences and increasingly in popular
usage, culture has the naturalized anthro-
pological connotation of a bounded, col-
lective pattern of belief, thought and beha-
viour. Yet, so far as we can tell, Oceanian
people did not usually objectify their total
way of life in this fashion, even in con-
frontation with Europeans, though indi-
genous people these days often appropri-
ate the term in oppositional political rhet-
oric.
The third problem with cultural is
anachronism: in English, culture only ac-
quired its naturalized modern anthropolo-
gical meaning (Edward Burnett Tylor’s
“complex whole”8 ) from the mid-to-late
nineteenth century. This usage emerged
out of an ambiguous raft of earlier senses,
literal and metaphoric, substantive and
abstract, as traced in Raymond Williams’s
outline of the convoluted history of the
word and its cognate term “civilization”.9
Already multivocal at the end of the
eighteenth century, culture denoted the
process of “cultivation”, both literally in
animal or crop husbandry and metaphor-
ically in development of the human intel-
lect: “The mind is strengthened by the
cultivation of the arts and sciences”, pro-
nounced the English translator of La
Pérouse’s narrative in 1798.10  However,
a detailed search turned up few uses of
culture or its derivatives by Oceanic voy-
agers before the 1830s and those always
in the primary physical sense of hus-
bandry. It is entirely absent from the En-
deavour journals of the Englishmen James
Cook (1728–79) and Joseph Banks
(1743–1820) and from the Investigator and
other journals by Matthew Flinders
(1774–1814).11  In the published narrative
of the Endeavour voyage, though, Cook’s
editor John Hawkesworth (1715?–73) re-
placed Cook’s wording “rais'd with very
little labour”, said of the “produce” of
Tahiti, with the phrase “with so little cul-
ture”. Culture also occurs in passing in the
published narratives of the French voy-
agers Jean-François de Galaup de La
Pérouse (1741–88) and Antoine-Raymond-
Joseph de Bruni d'Entrecasteaux
(1737–93), with the same incorrect and
demeaning implication that the people in
question — the Samoans and the Kanak
of New Caledonia, respectively — had no
or little familiarity with “the art of cul-
ture”.12
Embedded in these casual assertions
that Pacific Islanders ignored agriculture
is a tacit shift from purportedly empirical
fact to loaded judgement. This verbal
slippage betokens a universalist but pro-
foundly ethnocentric developmentalism
which was given detailed expression with
respect to Oceania by Johann Reinhold
Forster (1729–98), the German naturalist
who sailed on Cook’s second voyage of
1772–75 and in 1778 published a treatise
on natural philosophy. For Forster, the
“cultivation” — or its synonym “culture”
— of crops and animals was a prerequisite
for “progress” in “civilization”:
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…mankind, in a pastoral state,
could never attain to that degree
of improvement and happiness, to
which agriculture, and the cultiv-
ation of vegetables, will easily and
soon lead them. I do not, how-
ever,…insist that mankind should
entirely neglect the culture, and
domestication of animals;…it is the
joint care of animals and agricul-
ture, which leads mankind to the
highest degree of content, and
paves the way to perfect happi-
ness.13
The presumption of a critical causal nexus
between agriculture and civilization was
a standard trope in developmentalist or
social evolutionary theories from the En-
lightenment onwards.14  Forster’s version
drew on the idea of a common stadial or
graded development of civil society from
savagery to civilization proposed by Scot-
tish philosophers such as Henry Home,
Lord Kames (1696–1782), whose treatise
on the “progress towards maturity of
knowledge and civilization…in different
nations” included an equally loaded alleg-
ation about “Negroes”: “[T]hey live upon
fruits and roots, which grow without cul-
ture.”15
By the late-eighteenth century, the ab-
stract noun “civilization” denoted both
the Enlightenment idea of a general secular
process of human development from a
primordial state of savagery and the ulti-
mate outcome of that trajectory: a condi-
tion of refinement or social order, of being
“cultivated” or “civilized” — “civil soci-
ety” in English — which was supposedly
realized in (European) modernity and was
set in binary opposition to “savagery” or
“barbarism”. In German, Zivilisation and
Kultur were synonymous whereas by the
early-nineteenth century the English term
culture was increasingly reserved for intel-
lectual, spiritual and aesthetic advance, in
opposition to the perceived materialism of
civilization. However, the anthropological
application of culture to mean a particular
way of life came via the German conflation
of civilization and culture as a general
human process: indeed, Tylor's celebrated
definition referred to “culture or civiliza-
tion, taken in its wide ethnographic
sense”.16
Men of their time, European travellers
undoubtedly regarded Oceanian people,
as Roy Porter put it, “through eyes already
trained in seeing stereotypes about the
savage and the civilised”.17 Yet the term
“civilization” was not often used by Brit-
ish voyagers before 1830,18  though from
time to time they mentioned “civil” beha-
viour or “civility”, often connoting relief
that nothing nasty had happened. Thus
Sydney Parkinson (1745?–71), Banks’s
artist, commented that some Maori men
“behaved very civil to us” in New Zealand
(Aotearoa) in 1769.19  Banks, the well-bred
naturalist, often used the word “civil” and
showed his concern for refinement of
manners and social rank in frequent refer-
ences to the exchange of “civilities”, usu-
ally with “the Better sort of people”.20
On the other hand, a familiar ambivalence
about the civilized state — “we
Europeans” — was implicit in Banks’s
well-known primitivist description of the
inhabitants of eastern New Holland in
1770 as “these I had almost said happy
people, content with little nay almost
nothing, Far enough removd from the
anxieties attending upon riches, or even
the possession of what we Europeans call
common necessaries”.21  Cook, the farm
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labourer’s son, endorsed the sentiment but
added feelingly: “They live in a Tranquil-
lity which is not disturb'd by the Inequal-
ity of Condition”, a reminder of the entan-
glement of the ideas of civility and class.
In the journal of his second voyage, Cook
explicitly referred to “our Shame [as] civ-
ilized Christians” in venting an elegiac
outburst against the negative impact on
the Maori, especially on their sexual mor-
ality, of “the commerce they had with
Europeans”.22
In contrast to the British, French voy-
agers made far greater use of civilisation,
in both its abstract senses.23 They expli-
citly located particular Oceanian groups
along a universal trajectory bridging the
opposed poles of savagery and civilization
— but always towards the savage end.
However, the moral implications of that
opposition were fiercely contested, ran-
ging between triumphalist acclaim for
civilization as unequivocal progress and
nostalgic disgust for aspects seen as degen-
erate and contrary to nature. Experience
of Oceanian people provided grist to both
rumour mills; indeed, both extremes were
enunciated at different stages in the course
of a single narrative, that of Bruni d'En-
trecasteaux's voyage in search of La
Pérouse in 1791–93.
I have argued elsewhere that the rhet-
orical somersaults in d'Entrecasteaux's
evaluations of particular indigenous
people were at least in part a product of
their perceived behaviour towards the
French — that the content and wording
of his narrative were infused with indigen-
ous countersigns, that referents could im-
pinge on signifiers.24 Thus, in Van Die-
men’s Land, the inhabitants’ “peaceable
dispositions” showed him that “these men
so close to nature…are good and trusting”
and provided “the most perfect image of
the first state of society, when men are not
yet troubled by the passions or corrupted
by the vices which civilization sometimes
brings in its wake”. These infantilized
people were at once “less advanced in
civilization” than the Maori of New Zeal-
and (Aotearoa) but also less “fierce”.25  In
contrast, though Tongans were not “natur-
ally ferocious”, the seemingly arbitrary
brutality of chiefs towards ordinary Is-
landers horrified d'Entrecasteaux and
produced the global assertions that “senti-
ments of humanity are unknown to them”
and they “attach no value to human
life”.26  For their part, the Kanak of New
Caledonia so appalled him with a single
“act of ferocity” — cannibalism — that
he denied them “the least degree of civiliz-
ation” and deemed the Tongans “much
more advanced”.27 Yet, in Tonga, advance
was an equivocal blessing which had pro-
duced a “feudal”-style government with
“weak”, “effeminate” chiefs whose “volup-
tuous” lifestyle and arbitrary “abuses” led
to a “state of anarchy” and forced the or-
dinary people into dissimulation, theft and
“acts of cruelty”.28  Finally, his colleagues’
accounts of vivid insults exchanged
between two warring parties in the
Louisiade Archipelago (Papua New
Guinea) saw d'Entrecasteaux damn entire
groups as “cannibals” and deplore “the
excesses in which the human species can
indulge when customs are not moderated
and softened by civilization”. Rhetorically,
this was a long way from the natural
charms of the “simple and good” inhabit-
ants of Van Diemen’s Land.29
These fluid, late-eighteenth-century
representations of particular Oceanian
people were moulded by cumulative exper-
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iences of indigenous reception of foreign-
ers — local actions and demeanour —
which the author tried to square with his
general values, preconceptions and de-
sires, and with place-specific precedents
derived from reading voyage literature.
The moral universalism of d'En-
trecasteaux's developmentalist discourse
remained intact across the spectrum of his
representations but the specific moral
valence of his words shifted dramatically
in response to particular indigenous ac-
tions. However, his vocabulary did not
yet signify the racialization of observed
human differences and is inappropriately
read in terms of the now familiar named
racial phenotypes into which the people
of the region were shortly to be classified.
In principle at least, eighteenth-century
humanism, both neoclassical and Christian,
allowed the potential for progress or salva-
tion to all human beings while construing
both in thoroughly ethnocentric ways.
VOYAGERS AND TEXTS
I now turn to narrative history, to stories
about encounters between particular Ab-
original people and outsiders during three
voyages. My main focus is the young
Englishman Matthew Flinders, then
second lieutenant on HMS Reliance. In six
expeditions between 1795 and 1799, some
in open boats, Flinders and his friend
George Bass (1771–1803?), the ship’s sur-
geon, between them explored half the east
coast of New Holland, from Hervey Bay
(Queensland) to Westernport (Victoria),
plus Van Diemen’s Land.30  I discuss
episodes during their joint visit to Van
Diemen’s Land in December 1798 and
during Flinders’s fifteen-day stay at
Moreton Bay (Queensland) in July 1799
accompanied by Bungaree, a Broken Bay
man who became the key protagonist in
what ensued.
The texts used are undoubtedly both
ethnocentric and élitist. They comprise
contemporary journals and later, more
polished narratives: manuscript copies,
seemingly abridged, of Flinders’s journals
of his two voyages;31  accounts of the same
voyages “taken from” the journals of Bass
and Flinders and published in volume two
of An Account of the English Colony in New
South Wales by the Marine lieutenant-
colonel David Collins, who had been
judge-advocate and colonial secretary at
Port Jackson and would be the founder
and lieutenant-governor of Hobart Town;
Flinders's brief coastal Observations pub-
lished in 1801 to accompany the charts of
his early surveys; and, finally, the long
historical introduction to his Voyage to
Terra Australis, on “Prior Discoveries”.32
The third voyage, mentioned only
briefly for comparative purposes, is that
of the Frenchman Nicolas Baudin
(1754–1803), who explored western and
southern New Holland on the Géographe
and the Naturaliste in 1801–03, in direct
competition with Flinders, who was then
surveying the New Holland coast in HMS
Investigator. I refer to an episode during
the French visit to southeastern Van Die-
men’s Land in early 1802, drawing on
Baudin’s shipboard journal (1974), a con-
temporary official report by Baudin (1978),
and the later published narrative of the
voyage by the young naturalist François
Péron (1775–1810).33
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FIRST HISTORY: VAN DIEMEN’S
LAND, DECEMBER 1798
Late in 1798, Flinders and Bass in the 25-
ton colonial sloop Norfolk, with a volun-
teer crew of eight, sailed through Bass
Strait and around Van Diemen’s Land,
thereby proving it to be an island. They
saw signs of human presence at several
points but interacted with only one local
inhabitant. At Port Dalrymple — the
Tamar estuary — they saw three or four
people “at a great distance”, who accord-
ing to Flinders walked away, “most prob-
ably at our approach”, whereas Bass said
that they “ran off into the woods” and
made the incident emblematic of the “ex-
treme shyness” of the inhabitants which
“prevented any communication”.34  But
in the upper Derwent they came face to
face with two women and a man. The wo-
men “scampered off” (said Bass) “scream-
ing” (said Flinders) but the man showed
no “signs of fear or distrust” and accepted
a dead swan “with rapture”. Apparently
“ignorant of muskets”, his only interest
was the swan and the Englishmen’s red
neckerchiefs. He did not know their
smattering of Port Jackson and Tahitian
words but seemed to understand their
signs and agreed to show them his habita-
tion. However, his “devious route and
frequent stoppages” convinced them that
he sought only “to amuse [himself] and
tire them out” — Bass read caution in this
strategy and “jealousy” about “his wo-
men” — but they parted “in great friend-
ship”.35
Exegesis: This fleeting individual
contact — so typical of the serendipitous,
almost spectral quality of early voyagers’
reports of meetings with the elusive and
enigmatic inhabitants of Van Diemen’s
Land — was loaded with considerable in-
terpretive weight by Bass and Flinders, as
indeed it is by this historian given the rel-
atively few such meetings reported. In a
classic slippage, they made a single human
specimen stand for an entire group: the
man’s “frank and open deportment” pro-
duced a “favourable opinion of the dispos-
ition” of the inhabitants of Van Diemen’s
Land.36 Their reportage is a prime sample
of a rhetorical trajectory I have previously
identified in voyage texts:37  from relief
at approved conduct by indigenous people
to positive depictions of their essential
character or appearance and explicit dis-
tancing from a standard compendium of
supposedly Negro traits. Such representa-
tions are oblique reflexes of actual indigen-
ous behaviour, processed by European
travellers in the light of the profound in-
security of sailing in unfamiliar waters and
their usual distaste for Negro
physiognomy. Consider these sequences
in Flinders’s two extant reports of the
meeting at the Derwent. In 1801: the man
“seemed to be devoid of fear”; “his coun-
tenance was more expressive of benignity
and intelligence, than of ferocity or stupid-
ity”; “his features were less negro-like
than is usual in New South Wales”. And
in 1814: “the quickness with which he
comprehended our signs spoke in favour
of his intelligence”; his hair “had not the
appearance of being woolly” — code for
“Negro”.38  It is difficult to say much
about the actual encounter except that the
local man was evidently alert, wary and
sought to control and profit from the
meeting on his own terms while the wo-
men avoided it, possibly through fear of
the strangers, or the man, or all three.
Flinders’s reference to New South
Wales exemplifies a persistent sub-text in
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all these accounts: a comparative — what
would now be called ethnological —
agenda which sought empirical evidence
of the relative “condition” of different
groups, always pivoting on the authors’
claim to expert knowledge of Port Jackson.
Thus, the young men in a party en-
countered at Twofold Bay en route to Van
Diemen’s Land were “better made, and
cleaner in their person than the natives of
Port Jackson usually are”. Even the invis-
ible people of Port Dalrymple were de-
duced to be “much inferior in some essen-
tial points of convenience to…the despised
inhabitants of the continent”, a judgement
based on only three elements of material
culture: the leakiness of their habitations,
their apparent lack of canoes and the
“roughness” of the marks they left on
trees, suggesting a less “sharp-edged tool”
than that used on the mainland. “But”,
added Bass, yoking pragmatic relativism
to a tacit developmentalist philosophy,
“happiness…exists only by comparison
with the stage above and the stage below
our own”.39
SECOND HISTORY: MORETON
BAY, JULY 1799
Six months later, Flinders set out in the
Norfolk to examine the coast north of Port
Jackson, without Bass but accompanied
by Bungaree,40  “whose good disposition
and manly conduct” had attracted
Flinders’s “esteem” and who for the next
30 years would be among the best-known
and oft-portrayed Aborigines in the
colony.41
On 16 July, at a sandy point east of the
mouth of Moreton Bay — Flinders’s Point
Skirmish, still so named, on the southern
tip of Bribie Island42  — Flinders and
Bungaree conversed “by signs” with sev-
eral apparently unarmed local men.
Bungaree went ashore, also unarmed, and
engaged in the first of several exchanges
— his yarn belt for a kangaroo fur band
— by which both parties presumably
sought to establish, maintain or develop a
relationship. Bungaree was the key figure
in these transactions. Flinders eventually
landed, armed against “treachery” with a
musket, but his own efforts at exchange
failed when he refused to give up his cab-
bage-tree hat on demand. As Flinders and
Bungaree retreated to the boat, crowded
from behind by the men, one tried good-
humouredly to take the hat by ruse but
failed. The situation then deteriorated.
Firewood was thrown at the boat, fell
short, and was “treated as a joke” but one
man hurled a spear, which narrowly
missed. Alarmed, Flinders shot at “the of-
fender” and continued to do so through
two misfires until he finally wounded him.
Another man was reportedly shot in the
arm by a seaman and the Aborigines
fled.43
Although Flinders professed satisfac-
tion at “the great influence which the awe
of a superior power has in savages”, his
journal also tells another story, of ongoing
apprehension and jumbled emotions: in-
sult at the “impudent” and “very wanton
attack”; regret that he had been provoked
into firing; hope that it would deter fur-
ther attacks by “the enemy”; anxiety
nonetheless; and vulnerability because he
had to remain in the bay to do his survey
and repair the sloop. For five days, he
cautiously avoided further contacts despite
repeated Aboriginal invitations. His
prudence seemed justified on 18 July
when the Norfolk was assailed by “a party
of natives…who appeared to be standing
18
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up in their canoes, and pulling toward
them, with all their strength, in very reg-
ular order…after the manner of the South
Sea islanders”. Then, as “about 20 of them
were counted, and seemed to be coming
on with much resolution”, the decks were
cleared, the men armed, and the sloop bore
away towards the attackers who had sur-
prisingly come no closer. Flinders recoun-
ted the denouement with wry retrospect-
ive appreciation of its absurdity: “this
hostile array turned out to be a few
peaceable fishermen” standing on a sand
flat and “driving fish into their nets”.44
Yet dark imaginings about savage hordes
were standard fare for sailors in a region
offering notorious precedents in the real
or assumed fates of Cook, La Pérouse and
numerous lesser figures. Flinders knew
from personal experience as a midshipman
with William Bligh (1754–1817) in the
Torres Strait Islands in 1792, when the
ships were twice attacked by men in ca-
noes and a seaman died, how lethally un-
stable the equation between the “superior-
ity of our arms” and “great differences of
numbers” could be.45
From 21 July, Flinders's tension
gradually eased as Bungaree, “in his usual
undaunted manner”, facilitated relations
with the local people, who welcomed him
enthusiastically but remained apprehens-
ive of the white men, their muskets and,
especially, Flinders. Hardly any women
were seen. During the last two days of the
visit, with the sloop detained by bad
weather near Skirmish Point, the ex-
changes expanded to include the
Europeans and featured much singing and
dancing, presumably an Aboriginal
strategy to pacify or control the dangerous
strangers who thought they were being
“entertained”. Flinders found their dan-
cing “not ungraceful”, especially in con-
trast to the “clumsy” efforts of three
Scottish sailors who had earlier been
ordered to dance a reel without “musick”
and had not impressed the local audience.
Their singing was “musical and pleasing”
in contrast to Bungaree's reciprocal offer-
ing, which “sounded barbarous and grat-
ing” and “annoyed his auditors” — but
he was accounted “an indifferent songster,
even among his own countrymen”. These
“friendly interchanges” culminated in a
name exchange — they called Flinders
“‘Mid-ger Plindah’” and he recorded three
of theirs — which he took for an import-
ant “ceremony” on the analogy of Cook's
account of a similar practice at Endeavour
River in 1770.46
Exegesis: In a later brief history of his
15-day visit to Moreton Bay, Flinders at-
tributed the eventual “friendly” relations
to “a salutary change” induced in Abori-
ginal attitudes by “the effect of our fire-
arms”. But the content and wording of his
own journal suggest that the most potent
element in local responses to the strangers
and repeated expressions of eagerness to
communicate with them was Bungaree.
Though he “could not understand” the
Moreton Bay language, the local people
persistently sought him out, while his
mediatory skills were much valued by the
Europeans with whom he did share a lin-
gua franca.47  Flinders represented him as
the key agent in three of the four exchange
situations which succeeded the initial viol-
ence. On 21 July, “about six miles” from
Skirmish Point, two men signalled for
them to land but fled when Flinders ap-
proached, only to return when they saw
Bungaree. He “made a friendly exchange”
with them and went to the boat for addi-
tional items, “to make the exchange
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equal”.48 There was a more elaborate
transaction four days later, with Bungaree
again the main player:
Presents were made them of yarn
caps, pork, and biscuit, all of
which they eagerly took, and
made signs for Bong-ree to go with
them, and they would give him
girdles and fillets, to bind round
his head and the upper parts of his
arms. So long as their visitors con-
sisted only of two, the natives
were lively, dancing and singing
in concert in a pleasing manner;
but the number of white men
having imperceptibly increased to
eight, they became alarmed and
suspicious.49
On 28 July, members of the crew chopped
down a tree and the noise of its fall greatly
“startled” several local men. Flinders, ever
pragmatic, thought it “might probably
assist in giving them a higher idea of the
power of their visitors”. Bungaree —
“gallant and unsuspecting” according to
Flinders but the second epithet is surely
wrong — made amends for their fright by
giving them a spear and a throwing-stick
and showing them the use of the latter, of
which they appeared “wholly ignorant”.50
I take this tutorial as a genuinely cross-
cultural act which symbolized a reciprocal
rather than a hierarchical relationship and
belies the reified idea of the cross-cultural
as a binary divide between opposed, ho-
mogenized cultures. It is likely that the
Moreton Bay people took Bungaree for the
leader of the expedition and the white men
for his followers — which might explain
why the modern town near Skirmish Point
is called Bongaree and not Flinders.
Bungaree also served Flinders as a
datum point in the continuation and exten-
sion of the comparative agenda previously
noted with respect to Van Diemen’s Land.
At the mouth of the Clarence River, en
route to Moreton Bay, they had seen three
large, well-built habitations which
Bungaree “readily admitted…were much
superior to any huts of the natives which
he had before seen”. A fishing net taken
from a house in Moreton Bay was “proof
of the superior ingenuity of these over the
natives of Port Jackson”. Their singing,
too, was more complex: “not merely in the
diatonic scale, descending by thirds, as at
Port Jackson: the descent of this was
waving, in rather a melancholy soothing
strain”. On the other hand, Bungaree’s
weaponry was superior and, although the
inhabitants of Moreton Bay bore a general
physical resemblance to those of Port
Jackson, there was none “whose counten-
ance had so little of the savage, or the
symmetry of whose limbs expressed
strength and agility, so much, as those of
their companion Bong-ree” — a classic
instance of a personal relationship tran-
scending a demeaning stereotype.51
These piecemeal contrasts were specific
and empirical rather than systemic. How-
ever, at the end of the account of his stay
in Moreton Bay, Flinders outlined an in-
ductive environmentalist theory of the
development of civil society which is per-
tinent to this paper. In his 1814 narrative,
he summarized the situation thus: “They
fish almost wholly with cast and setting
nets, live more in society than the natives
to the southward, and are much better
lodged.”52  Here is his contemporary ex-
planation of why this should be so as
rendered by Collins, but the ideas are
clearly Flinders's:
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[T]he inhabitants of this bay ap-
peared to possess in general a very
pointed difference from, if not a
superiority over, those of New
South Wales, particularly in their
net-works…There was no doubt
but they were provided with nets
for catching very large fish, or an-
imals…[T]his mode of procuring
their food would cause a character-
istic difference between the manners,
and perhaps the dispositions, of
these people, and of those who
mostly depend upon the spear or
fiz-gig for a supply. In the one
case, there must necessarily be the
co-operation of two or more individu-
als; who there, from mutual neces-
sity, would associate together. It
is fair to suppose, that this associ-
ation would, in the course of a few
generations, if not much sooner,
produce a favourable change in
the manners and dispositions even
of a savage. In the other case, the
native who depends upon his fiz-
gig or his spear for his support
depends upon his single arm, and,
requiring not the aid of society, is
indifferent about it, but prowls
along, a gloomy, unsettled, and un-
social being [Bungaree?]…
The net also appearing to be a
more certain source of food than
the spear, change of place will be
less necessary. The encumbrance
too of carrying large nets from one
place to another will require a
more permanent residence; and
hence it would naturally follow,
that their houses would be of a
better construction…; this superi-
ority Mr. Flinders attributed to the
different mode of procuring fish
which had been adopted by the inhab-
itants. He likewise supposed that
the use of nets…arose from the form
of the bay… 53
THIRD HISTORY:
SOUTHEASTERN VAN
DIEMEN’S LAND,
JANUARY–FEBRUARY 1802
I leave commentary on this passage to the
conclusion and turn to my brief third his-
tory of incidents during Baudin's six-week
sojourn in southeastern Van Diemen’s
Land in January–February 1802. Since I
have discussed the episode in some detail
in other papers,54  I limit myself here to a
few relevant points.
Baudin arrived in Van Diemen’s Land
with favourable preconceptions about the
people he would meet, derived from the
Cook and d'Entrecasteaux voyage reports,
and bound by both his instructions and
his inclinations to avoid violence against
them except in extreme self-defence. He
wrote at the outset that “the people of this
country do not appear to be savage, except
when provoked”.55  His contemporary
journal gives a dispassionate empirical ac-
count of frequent, mostly amicable rela-
tions with local people, broken by two
sudden, unexplained assaults on shore
parties by men at Bruny Island who had
been amicably interacting with the French
and been “loaded with presents”: the first
time, a single spear wounded a midship-
man in the neck; the second time, a “hail
of stones” wounded Baudin “fairly
sharply” on the hip.56  Despite these
contretemps, the tone of the journal is
matter-of-fact and even-handed about the
indigenous people, including the attackers.
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In sharp contrast, in an official report
written later in the year, Baudin emphas-
ized the violence of the encounters and
deplored the “fickleness” of “primitive
men of nature…at the furthest degree
possible from civilization”, whose unpre-
dictable mood shifts back and forth from
amity to aggression made it impossible to
form “a clear idea of their character” and
left sailors dangerously exposed.57
However, even Baudin’s report is relat-
ively restrained and empirical in compar-
ison to the exaggerated language of the
official voyage narrative written by Péron,
the expedition’s zoologist and anthropolo-
gist. Before the voyage, he had professed
a qualified primitivist idealization of
people “closer to nature”, contrasting
“degenerated and debased man of [civil-
ized] society” to the “robust majesty of
natural man”.58  In the event, any residual
primitivism was rapidly dispelled in fears
provoked by trying experience of so-called
“natural man” in Van Diemen’s Land.
Within a few pages, the rhetoric of Péron’s
narrative shifts from romantic approval of
the “affectionate” and “frank” demeanour
of “our good Diemenlanders” to vilifica-
tion of “these fierce men”. Within the text,
this discursive shift is a direct response to
the spear- and stone-throwing incidents
and suggests a tortuous passage from ref-
erents to signifiers. “Men of nature” are
no longer “good and simple” but
“wicked”. “After all we have seen”, he
proclaimed, “one cannot sufficiently mis-
trust men whose character has not yet been
softened by civilization.” He wrote sub-
sequently of the people of Maria Island,
with whom Baudin had found no fault,
that “all their actions bore the stamp of
treachery and ferocity”. These actions
goaded him to a diatribe on “the diffi-
culties faced by travellers in communicat-
ing with savage peoples, and the impossib-
ility of overcoming the natural ferocity of
their character and their prejudices against
us”.59  Péron’s ambivalence and outrage
were epitomized in his reaction to the man
the French knew as Bara-Ourou, whom
Péron praised as “the handsomest man in
the band” but also damned as the most
threatening (see Figure 1).60
CONCLUSION
These particular histories of interactions
between shipborne strangers and Abori-
ginal people in Van Diemen’s Land or New
Holland at the end of the eighteenth cen-
tury both mirror and illuminate the prob-
lematics of my title. My artificial and par-
tial separation of stories from exegesis is
a metonym for the tension between narrat-
ive and texts that plagues anti-objectivist
history. Narrative is necessary because
small histories speak to large issues. So too
is textual analysis but it must be contextu-
alized. In this paper, historicizing authors,
their ideas and their experiences high-
lights the ambiguity of the concept “cross-
cultural” with reference to periods and
contexts in which it was clearly anachron-
istic or inappropriate. Close attention to
the words voyagers used to describe their
experiences and the indigenous people
they saw makes it clear that whatever they
thought were doing, it was normally not
engaging in cross-cultural encounters.
Their key trope was not culture but civil-
isation (in the French case) and civility or
civil society (in the British case).
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Figure 1: Barthélémy Roger after Nicholas-Martin Petit, ‘Terre de Diémen. 
Bara-Ourou’, stipple engraving, 31.8 x 24.2 cm, in Charles-Alexandre Lesueur 
and Nicholas-Martin Petit, Voyage de découvertes aux terres australes exécuté 
par ordre de S.M. l’Empereur et Roi. Partie Historique. Atlas (Paris : Imprimerie 
impériale, 1807): plate 8.
That said, civilization is no more
transparent than culture. Its discursive
instability, in conjunction with that of the
idea of “race”, was nicely captured by
George Stocking: “in the later eighteenth
century, the idea of ‘civilization’ was seen
as the destined goal of all mankind, and
was in fact often used to account for appar-
ent racial differences. But in the 19th cen-
tury more and more men saw civilization
as the peculiar achievement of certain
‘races’”.61  I have written elsewhere about
broad discursive transitions at the end of
the eighteenth century with particular
reference to race.62 The texts considered
here are on the cusp of this shift in the
meaning of civilization which is exempli-
fied in the similarity and contrast between
d'Entrecasteaux's and Péron's narrativized
responses to volatile indigenous behaviour
in Oceania. It was the spectre of cannibal-
ism — an offence against humanity —
which led d'Entrecasteaux (writing in 1793
but edited for posthumous publication in
1808) to deplore “the excesses in which
the human species can indulge when cus-
toms are not moderated and softened by
civilization”; it was particular insult at the
“violent aggression” directed against his
colleagues that saw Péron (publishing in
1807 about events in 1802) use the same
trope: “[O]ne cannot sufficiently mistrust
men whose character has not yet been
softened by civilization.” Both envisaged
the need to respond with force but for
d'Entrecasteaux it was a council of despair
rather than a prescription: compare his
lament that “we must renounce visiting
[Pacific Islanders]…, or we must inspire
respect in them by very great severity”
with Péron's dogma that “one must only
approach these peoples armed with suffi-
cient means to curb their ill will or repel
their attacks”.63  “Curb” is a key term
which spoke to a paradox at the heart of
Enlightenment humanism: that its moral
universalism was at once inclusive, philan-
thropic, and optimistic about all human
beings, including so-called savages, but
also ethnocentric, hierarchical, paternalist,
prescriptive and acquisitive. These latter
strands, which would not accommodate
other people’s assessments and exercise of
their rights, desires and autonomy, came
steadily to dominate the discourse of
civilization. Colonization was in the air
and in September 1803, 18 months after
Baudin’s visit, it became a grim fact in Van
Diemen’s Land.
The particular wording of these pas-
sages also signals a semantic instability in
the word “civilization”, noted by Willi-
ams: a slippage from the idea of civilization
as “refinement of manners and behaviour”
to its preferred modern connotation of
“social order”.64  D'Entrecasteaux used
the term in the earlier sense, lyrically cel-
ebrating indigenous sociality in Van Die-
men’s Land as “evidence” of the “first
natural affection” and a “school of
nature”.65  Péron did so in the later sense:
these same people — “so close to the zero
point of civilization”,66  the “children of
nature par excellence” — epitomized “non-
social man” who must be “curbed”. There
is, moreover, overt racialization in his as-
sertion that they “differ essentially [and
perhaps originally?] from all other known
peoples” and in his conclusion that they
were “the most savage [people] of all”,
consigned by physical deficiencies to the
bottom of a hierarchy of races whose relat-
ive “physical strength” he claimed to have
established “by direct experiments”. A
passionate advocate for “the progress of
civilization” and the superiority of “civil-
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ized” over “savage man”, Péron argued
for a close causal nexus between “physical
constitution” and “social organization” or
its purported “absence” — between race
and civilization: the “peculiar conforma-
tion” and the alleged physical “weakness”
he discerned in the inhabitants of Van
Diemen’s Land were products of inad-
equate diet and lifestyle which were in
turn “an immediate and necessary result
of the savage state in which these unhappy
peoples vegetate”.67
Williams, furthermore, suggested a
national difference in the usage of “civiliz-
ation”: “From e[arly] C19 the development
of civilization towards its modern mean-
ing…is on the whole earlier in French than
in English.”68 The shift in French was
presumably fuelled by the experience of
revolution, whereas its later English
manifestation related more to colonialism.
My sample of voyage texts, though too
small to be conclusive, partly bears out
Williams’s observation. Civilization is only
implicit in most of the British texts but for
Bass it meant relative “convenience” and
“happiness”, in Forster's sense, which
were corollaries of refinement. Flinders's
primary concern was to explain “a charac-
teristic difference between the manners,
and perhaps the dispositions” of the Port
Jackson and the Moreton Bay people —
“manners” came first — and he did so in
terms of a simple environmentalist devel-
opmentalism which also reads like a distil-
lation of Forster: it was ultimately “the
form of the bay” which produced
“more…society” at Moreton Bay.69
Yet the distinction between refinement
and social order was not simply linear but
was also one of emphasis, degree and
pragmatic context: if manners mattered
more aesthetically and in the abstract,
“superior power” — Flinders's phrase —
came to the fore when the always-lurking
spectre of savagery materialized into real
or threatened action. In an ironic passage,
Flinders acknowledged the intimate link-
age of power and refinement: having failed
to impress the Moreton Bay people with
“the effect and certainty of his fire-arms”
when he shot at a hawk and only broke
its leg, he recalled wryly how:
…ineffectual had been some
former attempts…to impress them
with an idea of the superior refine-
ment of his followers. Bong-ree,
his musician, had annoyed his
auditors with his barbarous
sounds, and the clumsy exhibition
of his Scotch dancers…had been
viewed by them without wonder
or gratification.70
I approached these texts with the
working hypothesis that they would dis-
close a broad contrast between English
pragmatism and French abstraction. It was
partly confirmed in the distinction
between explicit French and implied Eng-
lish usages. However, again the question
is more complex and ambiguous. Class and
occupational differences were at least as
salient as national ones. In many respects,
sailors like Cook and Baudin — an officier
bleu, of non-noble birth, he had no real
career in the French Marine until after the
Revolution — had far more in common
with each other, as their pragmatic, empir-
ical language showed, than either did with
their more sophisticated naturalists Banks
and Péron. Furthermore, if French sailors
fulminated more about civilisation, they
also fired less often on indigenous people
than did the British. Unlike Flinders at
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Moreton Bay, Baudin was “not obliged to
fire” on his stone-throwing assailants in
Van Diemen’s Land because when he
aimed his firearm at one man, they all
scattered — they had prior experience of
muskets whereas the Moreton Bay people
seemingly did not. But for Baudin, it was
also a matter of principle: “experience”
had taught him that “superior force” was
not always the only guarantee against “the
traps of the man of nature” and that
“prudence” could avert endless alarms.71
As they made their way around the
New Holland coast, voyagers of both na-
tions evinced a keen predatory interest in
the resources offered by the land and its
potential for pasture and agriculture but
the British, already ensconced, did so more
systematically, persistently and, in the
end, effectively.72 The initial British set-
tlement in Van Diemen’s Land was placed
at Risdon Cove on Bass’s recommendation
and the definitive settlement at Hobart
Town that followed in February 1804 was
led by Collins, the amanuensis of Bass and
Flinders. I conclude by suggesting that
whereas “cross-cultural” is in principle an
egalitarian, relativist concept which ac-
knowledges the specificity and validity of
particular ways of life, the idea of civiliza-
tion, in all its manifestations, is hierarchic-
al, universalist and assimilationist. From
this perspective, the only named cross-
cultural actor in my histories was Bungar-
ee.
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